
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

AudioControl Appoints Fielder Marketing for NoCal and Northern Nevada    
 

Seattle, WA, January 9th, 2023 – AudioControl® (audiocontrol.com) has appointed Fielder 

Marketing as their independent sales reps for the Northern California and Northern Nevada 

markets.  

“AudioControl is excited team up with Mark Fielder, Rich Jackson and their team for these 

important territories,” explained Chris Kane, Vice President of Sales & Marketing at 

AudioControl. We anticipate continuing to grow our business and overall brand visibility while 

providing best-in-class Made in USA audio products to top dealers in this region.”  

Fielder Marketing 
Mark Fielder founded Fielder Marketing in 2012, leveraging decades of success in other A/V 
industry ventures, including ownership of an award-winning custom integration company. The 
Fielder Marketing team, including longtime rep and partner Rich Jackson, are passionate about 
the A/V and smart home products they represent, providing best quality, unique solutions to 
specialist dealers and integration firms across Northern California, Northern Nevada, and 
Hawaii. Premium manufacturers rely on Fielder Marketing to deliver fast, knowledgeable 
service, training, and support to all accounts in the region.  
 
“AudioControl is the market leader for premium distributed audio solutions and offers superb 
home theater products at a critical price point,” explained Mark Fielder. “I am looking forward to 
presenting AudioControl to our network of outstanding specialty A/V dealers and custom 
integrators.” 
 

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 

About AudioControl  
AudioControl is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for 

the residential, commercial, and automotive markets since 1977. Based in Seattle, WA, AudioControl 

offers premium quality home theater and whole-house entertainment products, distributed audio 

amplifiers for commercial applications and a legacy of outstanding car audio processors, amplifiers and 

OEM interface solutions sold and installed worldwide by qualified professionals. For more information 

about AudioControl, an AAMP Global company, visit audiocontrol.com or contact AudioControl at +1 425-

775-8461 or e-mail sound.great@audiocontrol.com.  
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